Timothy Cay Theodore Taylor
the cay by theodore taylor - nancy polette - the cay by theodore taylor 2 ©1995 nancy polette chapters
seven through nine philip and timothy arrive on a small island surrounded by high coral reefs. timothy goes to
explore and philip becomes frightened to be left study guide - d1fl2pbib0u1tqoudfront - study guide
edited by richard j roberts ... theodore taylor’s the cay adapted by gayle cornelison amid the dangers of world
war ii, a privileged young white boy and a resourceful old black man are marooned on a tiny island in the
caribbean. the two must survive on meager ... timothy of the cay. the cay - reed novel studies - the cay by
theodore taylor chapter 1 before you read the chapter: the protagonist in most novels features the main
character or “good guy”. the protagonist of the cay is a rather unusual character living a different kind of life
than most boys his age. think back on some of your favorite characters from past novels you the cay - taking
grades - the cay by theodore taylor chapter three pages 29-39 write the letter of the correct answer in the
blank before each question. _____1. two days after leaving panama, in the early morning of april 6, 1942, the
hato was (a) torn apart in a storm, (b) torpedoed, (c) accidentally bombed. _____2. the cay - novelinks neuenswander 1 the cay by theodore taylor taylor, theodore. the cayubleday & company, inc. edition, 1969.
plot: the cay is a young adult novel about a young american boy named phillip who lives with his mother and
father on the island of curacao. the cay by theodore taylor - troup county school district - the cay by
theodore taylor chapter 1: build background knowledge. what do you know about war? which wars has ...
timothy knows very little about the academic subjects that phillip has learned in school, but he knows a great
deal about survival and nature. how the cay - teachingbooks - the cay lesson 4 . chapters 12-15 . 1. where
did timothy go when he was feverish and wild with malaria? 2. why does timothy think it is so important for
phillip to know how to fish? a. he thinks all young boys should be able to have fun and fish. b. timothy doesn’t
like to fish so he wants phillip to do it for him. c. connections academy novel study guide - connections
academy novel study guide . title the cay . author theodore taylor . plot summary the cay is narrated by phillip
enright, a young american ex-patriot who moved to the island of curaçao with his parents. his family relocated
to the island following the outbreak of world war ii, when phillip’s father was recruited to work for an incoming
8th grade you will read the cay by theodore taylor - you will read the cay by theodore taylor . 1. print
this packet. if you do not have a printer, you may be able to do this at the public library. ... taylor has written
the words timothy says in colloquial language. it is written exactly how it sounds when he talks without regard
to proper grammar or spelling. this can make week 1, lesson 1: adaptation; introduction to the cay week 1, lesson 1: adaptation; introduction to the cay objective: students will be able to ... and introduce the
cay by theodore taylor, ... - open-mind portrait for phillip or mrs. enright or mr. enright or timothy materials: brb - journals - handouts of mlk’s “i have a dream” speech a guide for using the cay - bmiestore - a guide
for using the cay in the classroom based on the novel written by theodore taylor this guide written by cathy
gilbert, m.s. ed., and philip denny edited by cathy gilbert, m.s. ed. ... his experiences on the cay with timothy
have changed his outlook on life in many ways. teacher’s notes 1 the cay - pearson schweiz ag - timothy
of the cay,which continues the story of phillip after he went back to curaçao, and also describes timothy’s life
before the events in the cay. theodore taylor is married with three children and lives in california. theodore
taylor set the story of the cay against true historical events. curaçao is a dutch island in the caribbean sea. the
cay by theodore taylor literature study - kyrene - the cay by theodore taylor literature study name:_____
setting main characters main conflict secondary conflict theme symbols vocabulary ... how might timothy’s
belief in jumbi be a part of his background along with his dialect? 6. foreshadowing in literature is an author’s
hint of events to come. discuss the preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for ... - timothy
of the cay the cay 2 by theodore taylor preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for many people.
however, there are still many people who also don't like reading.
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